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Appendix 13  

Hairstyle (shrunken head collection) 
	  

Hairstyles for each shrunken head are recorded in Table A13-1 (appendix pp.1-5) and summarised in Table A13-2 (appendix p.5). 

 

 

Table A13-1: A description of hairstyles evident for each shrunken head. 
Head ID Processor 

origin 
Length Style Description Pattern deterioration 

A95789 Ceremonial  Long. 3 tier. 3 tier - fringe level to mental, temple hair approx. 1/2 the length of posterior 
scalp hair. 

None. 

A121104 Ceremonial  Long. 3 tier. 3 tier - fringe cut just inferior to neck base, temple hair approx. 1/2 the 
length of posterior scalp hair.  

None. 

A642550 Ceremonial  Long. 3 tier. 3 tier - fringe level to menton, temporal hair approx. 1/2 the length of 
posterior scalp hair. 

None. 

A642560 Ceremonial  Long. 3 tier. 3 tier - fringe level to inferior lip border, temple hair approx. 1/2 the length of 
posterior scalp hair.  

None. 

E165119B0 Ceremonial  Long. 2 tier. 2 tiers - temporal hair cut to nape, posterior hair kept long. None. 
E403395-0 Ceremonial  Long. 3 tier. 3 tiers - fringe cut beneath neck nape, temple hair cut level to suspended 

toucan earpieces, posterior hair kept long. 
None. 

A38099 Commercial Moderate 
- where 
present. 

Not styled. Drawn back - no distinct style. Distinct (fungal). Sparse 
hair evident at crown. 

A61492 Commercial Long. Not styled. Drawn back and styled into a medially positioned single three-strand braid. None. 
A63428 Commercial Long. Not styled. Drawn back hair of even length - no distinct style. None. 
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Head ID Processor 
origin 

Length Style Description Pattern deterioration 

A63429 Commercial Long - 
where 
present. 

Not styled. Drawn back - no distinct style. Distinct (fungal). Hair 
evident at crown. 

A68229 Commercial Long. Not styled. Drawn back hair of relatively even length. Fringe trimmed moderately 
shorter (level to mouth) - not obvious.  

None. 

A68231 Commercial Short. Not styled. Even length with fringe cut level to eyelids, with short side burns approx. 
level to upper helix.  

None. 

A97275 Commercial Long. Not styled. Drawn back hair of even length.  None. 
A102935 Commercial Shaved. Not styled. Closely cut hair. None. 
A109084 Commercial Long. Not styled. Drawn back hair of even length - no particular style. None. 
A119820 Commercial Long. 3 tier. 3 tier - fringe level to eyes, temple hair level to ear lobes, posterior scalp 

hair kept long. 
None. 

A130409 Commercial Short. Not styled. Even length hair, with fringe level to pronasal and sideburns to ear lobes. None. 
A190320 Commercial N/A     Full deterioration 

(fungal). 
A221683 Commercial Short. Not styled. Afro textured hair - no distinct style. None. 
A230414 Commercial Short - 

where 
present. 

Not styled. Distinct deterioration. Hair only evident at anterior L of crown, cut level to 
earlobes. 

None. 

A642477 Commercial Short. Not styled. Even length with fringe. Side burns approx. level to ear lobes. None. 
A642549 Commercial Short - 

where 
present. 

Not styled. No distinct style evident. Distinct (fungal). Hair 
evident across L lateral 
scalp.  

A642556 Commercial Moderate. Not styled. Even length - no distinct style. None. 
A642557 Commercial Short. Not styled. Curly hair of even length, with fringe level to eyelids and sideburns level to 

the auditory meatus. 
None. 

A642564 Commercial Long. Not styled. Curly to wavy drawn back hair of even length - no distinct style. None. 
A642565 Commercial Shaved. Not styled. Closely cut hair. None. 
378202 Commercial Long. Not styled. Drawn back hair of even length - no distinct style. None. 
CONTROL 
400206 

Commercial Short. Not styled. Even length, with fringe and short side burns approx. level to supraglenoid. None. 
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Head ID Processor 
origin 

Length Style Description Pattern deterioration 

E326930-0 Commercial Long. 2 tier. 2 tiers - temporal hair cut to below nape, posterior hair kept long. None. 
E358641-0 Commercial Long. Not styled. Drawn back hair of even length - no distinct style. None. 
E358642-0 Commercial Long. Not styled. Drawn back hair of even length - no distinct style. None. 
E378203-0 Commercial Short. Not styled. Even length with fringe and short side burns approx. level to supraglenoid. None. 
E378892 Commercial Short. Not styled. Even length with fringe and short side burns approx. level to supraglenoid.  None. 
E382592-0 Commercial Long. Not styled. Drawn back hair of even length - no distinct style. None. 
E387845-0 Commercial Moderate. Not styled. Even length hair - no distinct style. None. 
E397131-0 Commercial Short. Not styled. Lines of hair are glued between overlapping tiers of skin. Drawn back, 

moderate length temple & fringe hair remains as part of the non-modified 
scalp.     

None. 

E411333-0 Commercial Short. Not styled. Even length hair with fringe and short side burns approx. level to 
supraglenoid.  

None. 

N387872-0 Commercial Short. Not styled. Even length hair with fringe and short side burns approx. level to 
supraglenoid. 

None. 

P387657-0 Commercial Long. Not styled. Drawn back hair of even length. A three-strand braid made at medial 
posterior scalp, visible from anterior view.  

None. 

P387659-0 Commercial Long. Not styled. Drawn back, with shortened hair surrounding fringe and temples. None. 
P387660-0 Commercial Short. Not styled. Afro textured, even length hair - no distinct style. Male pattern baldness - 

receding hairline and 
crown balding. 

P387661-0 Commercial Short. Not styled. Even length with fringe and short side burns approx. level to ear lobes.  None. 
A36675 Ambiguous Long. 3 tier. 3 tier - fringe level to mouth, temporal hair approx. 1/2 the length of 

posterior scalp hair. 
None. 

A41122 Ambiguous Long. 2 tier. 2 tiers - fringe and temporal hair cut approx. level to neck base, posterior 
hair kept long. 

None. 

A44058 Ambiguous Long. 3 tier. 3 tier - fringe level to menton, temporal hair approx. 1/2 the length of 
posterior scalp hair. 

None. 

A95788 Ambiguous Long. 3 tier. 3 tier - fringe level to menton, temporal hair approx. 1/3 the length of 
posterior scalp hair. 

None. 

A121091 Ambiguous Long. 3 tier. 3 tiers - diagonally cut fringe across forehead (longer L side), temporal hair 
approx. 1/2 the length of posterior scalp hair.    

None. 
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Head ID Processor 
origin 

Length Style Description Pattern deterioration 

A155039 Ambiguous Long - 
where 
present. 

2 tier. Style appears 2 tier - fringe and temple hair cut approx. 1/2 the length of 
scalp hair. 

Distinct (fungal). Hair 
evident at crown and 
small area of R lateral 
scalp. 

A161722 Ambiguous Long. 4 tier. 4 tier - fringe level to eyelids, anterior temple hair level to head base, 
posterior temple hair cut approx. 1/2 the length of posterior scalp hair.  

None. 

A191643 Ambiguous Long - 
where 
present. 

3 tier. Style appears 3 tier - fringe level to inferior lip border, temple hair approx. 
1/2 the length of posterior scalp hair. 

Distinct (fungal). Hair 
evident at crown and part 
of lateral anterior scalp. 

A233681 Ambiguous Long. 3 tier. 3 tier - fringe level to inferior lip, temple hair approx. 1/2 the length of 
posterior scalp hair. 

None. 

A642548 Ambiguous Long. 3 tier. 3 tier - drawn back fringe cut level to eyes when drawn forward across 
anterior face, temple hair cut level to neck nape, posterior scalp hair kept 
long. 

None. 

A642551 Ambiguous Long - 
where 
present. 

3 tier. Style appears 3 tier - fringe level to menton, temple hair cut approx. 1/2 the 
length of posterior scalp hair.   

Distinct (fungal). Hair 
evident at crown.  

A642552 Ambiguous Long. 3 tier. 3 tier - fringe level to neck nape, temple hair approx. 1/2 the length of 
posterior scalp hair. 

None. 

A642553 Ambiguous Long. 3 tier. 3 tier - fringe level to menton, temple hair approx. 1/2 the length of posterior 
scalp hair. 

None. 

A642554 Ambiguous Long. 3 tier. 3 tier - fringe level to menton, temple hair approx. 1/2 the length of posterior 
scalp hair. 

None. 

A642555 Ambiguous Long. 2 tier. 2 tier - fringe and temple hair level to neck base, approx. 1/2 the length of 
posterior scalp hair.  

None. 

A642558 Ambiguous Long. 3 tier. 3 tier - fringe level to pronasal, temple hair approx. 1/3 the length of 
posterior scalp hair. 

None. 

A642559 Ambiguous Long. 3 tier. 3 tier - fringe level to neck base, temple hair approx. 1/3 the length of 
posterior scalp hair. 

None. 

A642561 Ambiguous Long. 3 tier. 3 tier - fringe level to inferior lip border, temple hair approx. 1/3 the length of 
posterior scalp hair. 

None. 
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Head ID Processor 
origin 

Length Style Description Pattern deterioration 

A642562 Ambiguous Long. 3 tier. 3 tier - fringe level to inferior lip border and diagonally feathers laterally to 
chin, temple hair approx. 1/3 the length of posterior scalp hair, which is 
styled in a basic medial three-strand braid, supported by string. 

None. 

A642563 Ambiguous Long. 3 tier. 3 tier - fringe level to inferior lip border, temple hair approx. 1/3 the length of 
posterior scalp hair. 

None. 

E039500 Ambiguous Long. 2 tier. 2 tiers - temporal hair cut to below nape, posterior hair kept long. None. 
E315111-0 Ambiguous Long. 2 tier. 2 tiers - temporal hair cut to nape, posterior hair kept long. Small cutting of 

fabric with attached hair at posterior scalp. 
None. 

Elgin1 Ambiguous Long. 3 tier. 3 tier - fringe level to ear lobes, temporal hair approx. 1/2 the length of 
posterior scalp hair. 

None. 

 

 
 Not styled - long Not styled - moderate Not styled - short/shaved 2 tier - long 3 tier - long 4 tier - long N/A 
Ceremonial       1 5     
% of 6 heads       16.67 83.33     
Commercial 13 3 17 1 1   1 
% of 36 heads 36.11 8.33 47.22 2.78 2.78   2.78 
Ambiguous       5 17  1   
% of 23 heads       21.74 73.91 4.35    
TOTAL  13 3 17 7 23 1 1 
% of 65 heads 20 4.62 26.15 10.77 35.38 1.54 1.54 

Table A13-2: Identified hairstyles.  

  


